
CONSEQUENCES
 Mild2
 Moderate4
 Severe6

High – Mystic Former Ranger in Self-Exile

Trouble –  Tainted by the Unliving

I Owe Kolb a Debt of Gratitude

A History of Narrow Escapes

r

ASPECTS SKILLS

Superb (+5)

Great (+4)

Good (+3)

Fair (+2)

Average (+1)

STUNTS TS

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1 2 3 4

MENTAL STRESS (Will)

1 2 3 4

ID

Galron son of Gaxton Refresh

STORY

Grinataur - Mystic Former Ranger in Quasi Self-Exile
Refresh

3

While looking for magical ooze to create a healing 
potion for a “client” in the Valley of Despair Galron 
wandered too close to the evil god the Veil. Galron was 
nearly caught by the Unliving who attacked him.Unable 
to fend it off with sword and bow, he broke free through 
sheer force of will. However, it was not a complete 
escape. Within Galron’s body is the unliving infection. 
From this his interest in mysticism began.

Aas the unliving infection was creaping up Galron’s arm, 
he encountered Kolb, the red Groblyn, in Wells Crook. 
Kolb had a magical elixir that halted the spread of the 
infection. Galron had expected death to come, and was 
shocked that Kolb was able to halt the infection’s prog-
ress. Galron was surprised and appreciative and now 
owes him.
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Shoot 

Stealth  Athletics

Will  Conjure Notice 

Lore  Physique Fight Contacts

My Stealth is My Defense – Once per scene they can 
use Stealth instead of Fight to defend.
Backstab - Use Stealth to Melee provided the 
target is not aware of your presence.



CONSEQUENCES
 Mild2
 Moderate4
 Severe6

High – Famous Chef, Accidental Alchemist

Trouble –  Stands Out Like a Sore Thumb

Soft Spot For Wounded &Weary Souls

Strength in Numbers

r

ASPECTS SKILLS

Superb (+5)

Great (+4)

Good (+3)

Fair (+2)

Average (+1)

STUNTS TS

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1 2 3 4

MENTAL STRESS (Will)

1 2 3 4

ID

Kolb Strilk Refresh

STORY

Groblynn with a strange pigmentation not seen anywhere 
else in Revilo.

Refresh

3

Kolb always found himself on the outside. His unique 
coloration made it easy for other Groblynn children to 
pick on him well into adulthood. 

He found comfort in bringing smiles to people’s faces 
through their bellies. Once he masetered cooking he 
began to experiment with alchemy to invent suprising 
culinary feats. It was not long before Kolb was requested 
to cook throughout Revilo. On his travels he began to 
truly embrace the alchemy, enjoying the art of the 
science.

While in the Valley of Despair, Kolb met Galron who had 
a mystical necrotic rot moving up his arm. Kolb found a 
remedy to stop the progress of the infection.

This added to his reputation and was recently hired by 
Silas Darktooth to create an antidote to a poison.
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Alchemy 

Tinker Notice  Athletics 

Deceive Investigate  Shoot

Lore Will   Resources Contacts

I’ve Heard About That – Groblynns like to share stories throughout families. They 
can use this to gain a +2 to a Lore roll.

Clear the Room - Able to throw more than one projectile at a time.

Soup for the Soul – +2 on Alchemy roll when trying to mend the sick or injured.



CONSEQUENCES
 Mild2
 Moderate4
 Severe6

High – Knowledgeable Archivist Must Catalog

Trouble –  Unsocialized Radical Bookworm

Easy & Breezy Magic of Corsuvine

My Knowledge Knows No Bounds

r

ASPECTS SKILLS

Superb (+5)

Great (+4)

Good (+3)

Fair (+2)

Average (+1)

STUNTS TS

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1 2 3 4

MENTAL STRESS (Will)

1 2 3 4

ID

Lignum Kauri Refresh

STORY

Procynolite Archivist in the Great Library of Dalakbruel, excommunicated 
for “killing a bunch of rats”, Invasive species that was threatening the 
Neergna population of the Waijue.

Refresh

2

Lignum had been hired as an Archivist in the Great 
Library of Dalakbruel. When he discovered an invasive 
species that was threatening the Neerngas population of 
the Wajue Lignum erradicated them. 

The Sorcian council did not agree with Lignum’s method 
and had sentenced him to trial. Rather than wait for a 
trial he felt was unjust, Lignum hired a Olivander, a 
Sorcian known for smuggling, to get him out of the 
Wajue. 
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Lore

Conjure Investigation

Notice Athletics Deceive

Contacts Rapport Fight Empathy

Lens of the Archivist – +2 added on Investigation overcome actions once per scene.

Lost In Thought - Once per scene, can stumble through and Overcome Action using Investigate or with a +2 bonus 

to the roll.

Climb Out of Here – +2 to all Atheltics rolls when climbing.



CONSEQUENCES
 Mild2
 Moderate4
 Severe6

High – Courier with a Flair for Smuggling

Trouble –  Blundered Black Market Deals

Can Get Something for Nothing

I Can Find That, For Price

r

ASPECTS SKILLS

Superb (+5)

Great (+4)

Good (+3)

Fair (+2)

Average (+1)

STUNTS TS

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1 2 3 4

MENTAL STRESS (Will)

1 2 3 4

ID

Olivander Bracket Refresh

STORY

Sorcia – Olivander has procured something for someone of 
every social class.   

Refresh

3

Olivander Bracket grew up in the miner shantytown 
outskirts of Dalekbruel. At a young age he realized by 
supplying people with what they need will put coins in 
his purse and food in his belly. 

Every copper Olivander earned he used to invest back in 
himself to build connections, trade routes, and clientele. 
Olivander quickly found himself working deals with 
major players within the black market once he had 
established himself.

While traveling to Murk’s Hollow Olivander found himself 
working for Silas Darktooth who needed some rare 
ingredients. It just so happened that Olivander had a 
recent transaction with some Greyskrulls go belly up. 
While leaving town Olivander was happy to have Silas’ 
strength at his back.
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Resources

Rapport   Contacts

Provoke Deceive Empathy

Stealth Burglary Physique Lore

Another Man’s Trash is Treasure – Once per scene +2 bonus to persuade a buyer 
that merchandise you are selling is more valuable than it is.

Somewhere Discrete - Once per scene +2 bonus when trying to hide something.

I Know What You Need – Once per scene +2 bonus when using Empathy or 
Rapport in conversation.



CONSEQUENCES
 Mild2
 Moderate4
 Severe6

High – Lakanap Emissary to the Regions

Trouble –  Discredited for Alleged Espionage

Creedona’s Magic is a part of me

Intertwined with the world 

r

ASPECTS SKILLS

Superb (+5)

Great (+4)

Good (+3)

Fair (+2)

Average (+1)

STUNTS TS

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1 2 3 4

MENTAL STRESS (Will)

1 2 3 4

ID

Sandbak of the Lakanap Tribe Refresh

STORY

Reaper – Sandbak is able to control elements through his 
close devotion to the god Creedona.

Refresh

2

Sandbak has been an emissary of the Lakanap Reaper 
tribe for generations. His duties and responsibilities are  
critical to cultural relations. 

In recent years Sandbank has fallen out of favor with a 
large population of the Lakanaps. Many in the Lakanap 
society accuse Sandbank of acting as a representative of 
the evil god Ghyrma. 

Sandak is currently in search of proof to disuade public 
opinion that he has taken bribes from Greyskrull raiders. 
Many believe he shared locations of holy artifacts on the 
Lakanap’s sacred grounds. 

Sandbak recently met Silas Darktooth who swore to help 
Sandbak reclaim the honor of the people. 
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Conjure

Fight Empathy

Rapport Lore Physique  

Will Athletics  Notice Investigation 

Magic mushrooms – Once per session consuming the fungus from the back of 
the Sandbak can remove a mild consequence or recover two stress boxes.

Older than I look - 2 bonus on Lore checks about historical accounts of Revilo.

I Feel your lies – +2 to all Empathy rolls made discern or discover lies.



CONSEQUENCES
 Mild2
 Moderate4
 Severe6

High – First to Prove My Worth

Trouble –  Quick to Righteous Anger

I'm of Noble Lineage

I’m a Survivor

r

ASPECTS SKILLS

Superb (+5)

Great (+4)

Good (+3)

Fair (+2)

Average (+1)

EXTRAS STUNTS

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1 2 3 4

MENTAL STRESS (Will)

1 2 3 4

ID

Silas Darktooth Refresh

STORY

A Karkathain - Silas is a skillful warrior of noble blood. Strong willed and 
resourceful, he does not suffer liars easily and is first into any contest to 
prove his worth. Presently seeking an antidote. 

Refresh

3

Silas Darktooth comes from the Darktooth pride. One of the more power-
ful and thus considered noble families of the Karkathain prides. The 
Darktooth pride has been second only to the Craghorn pride who have 
ruled for the last three generations. Silas' father Doralt challenged 
Magnus Craghorn for the throne and was killed when Silas was young. 
Recently upon Magnus' death, Silas challenged his son Damien Craghorn 
for the right to rule. Silas was defeated, but suspects that the Craghorns 
have used a slow acting poison of some sort on their claws that slow and 
weaken their opponents enough to give them the win. Silas suspects that 
they may have done this for generations and blames the cheating for  his 
father's death and lack of honorable wins for the Darktooth family. After 
his defeat and ridicule by Damien Craghorn, Silas left the Karkathain 
lands to travel, regain his honor and seek out the antidote to the poison 
he believes Damien used to defeat him. With this knowledge and 
increased strength Silas intends to return to his ancestral lands, defeat 
Damien Craghorn and prove his worth to his family and to the rest of the 
members of the pride. While in Murk's Hollow Silas engaged with a 
traveling Sorcian fixer named Olivander to help him identify the poison 
and find the antidote. Olivander introduced Silas to a Groblynn 
alchemist named Kolb to accomplish this. 

Ultimately Silas stands for honor and the cause of righteousness, which 
occasionally gets him in trouble when he won't concede the point or 
backdown when he thinks his (or anyone's) honor is at stake, or if there 
seems to be double dealing going on, which he naturally hates. 
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Fight

Will Physique

Athletic Resources Lore

Provoke Notice Contacts Shoot 

Claws like knives (Fight) +2

Knight of the realm (Will)

Continuance of the family (Resources)




